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SYNCHRONOUS SHEET TRANSFERRING

(57) Disclosed is a system for enabling synchronous
sheet transfer to follow laser cutting dynamically. The
system comprises: one or more processing stations (1);
synchronous sheet transfer units (2, 2’), using sets of
magnetic belts, and arranged respectively on a feeding
side and a discharging side of the processing station,
with each magnetic belt (C11, C12, C13, C14, C21, C22,
C23, C24, C25) of the sets being able to be stretched
and retracted and the gap between magnetic belts being
adjustable; a laser-cutting unit (3), provided at the
processing station, and comprising at least one laser cut-
ter (31) and a laser-cutting head (32) on the at least one
laser cutter; a transfer and stacking unit (4), comprising
a stacking platform (41) and a stacking robot (42), the
stacking platform being provided on an outer side of the
set of magnetic belts of the synchronous sheet transfer
unit on the discharging side of the processing station; a
scrap conveyor belt device (5), arranged on one side of

the processing station perpendicular to a feeding direc-
tion; a dust treating device (6) and a real-time measure-
ment device (7) for the cutting of strip steel, which are
provided at each processing station; a sheet position de-
tecting device (8) before stacking of the sheets, the de-
vice being arranged at a transfer station at the position
of the set of magnetic belts on the discharging side out-
side the processing station; and a cutting control system,
controlling the above-mentioned units, so that the
stretching or retraction of the magnetic belts follow the
laser-cutting head. Further disclosed is a laser-cutting
method for the system for enabling synchronous sheet
transfer to follow laser cutting dynamically. By means of
the system and method, dynamic following of sets of
magnetic belts during the cutting procedure is implement-
ed, thereby accelerating the processing pace, and further
improving the throughput.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of strip
steel processing, and in particular, to a method and sys-
tem for enabling synchronous sheet transfer to follow la-
ser cutting dynamically in the field of automobile manu-
facturing technologies.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Material-cutting processing based on laser
technologies has become a mature, commercially avail-
able technique, and numerical control laser processing
systems are widely applied to rectangular metallic plates.
With the flourishing development of laser technologies,
the methods for plate processing can be applied with a
higher speed and more flexibility. However, higher de-
mands are proposed on automatic feeding and discharg-
ing as well as high-paced continuous production. More-
over, decoiling laser-cutting processing of coiled materi-
als is under research and gradual application, for exam-
ple, a conveyor system for laser-cutting processing of
coiled materials is disclosed in Chinese patent CN
102281986A. In that system, two series of conveyors and
a plurality of parallel supporting conveyors comprised are
used to support strip profiles, and at the same time a
laser head moving back and forth along a longitudinal
axis of a crossbeam member processes the coil so as to
obtain finished sheets. The supporting conveyors can
make space for the cutting path, allowing the laser head
to cut through the raw materials for acquiring a cut profile.
This significantly remedies and solves the problems of
the inability to cut the coils, and the fallen scraps resulting
from the needle-like cutting plate making space for a cut-
ting path, and has become a novel method for sheet
processing in place of mould blanking for coils. The meth-
od avoids the requirement of the stamping tonnage for a
high-strength material and reduces the high mould de-
sign and maintenance costs. In addition, the method
based on laser cutting of coils also contributes greatly to
the increase in the material utilisation rate.
[0003] In the published patent, the supporting convey-
ors that are basically in parallel and separated from each
other are used and the adjustment of the supporting con-
veyors in different modes is implemented to adapt to
processing requirements of different profiles, so as to
implement support and make space for the cutting path
to achieve profile processing. There are various process-
ing modes as follows. In a "static single-feed and multiple-
feed mode", the supporting conveyors move to stationary
positions before a feed forming part. In a "dynamic single-
feed mode", the supporting conveyors move to set posi-
tions in advance. In a "dynamic multiple-feed mode", the
positions of the supporting conveyors may further change
during a laser procedure, and at least one supporting
conveyor may be stretched or retracted. In a "static con-

tinuous-feed mode", the supporting conveyors stay at
stationary positions and the raw materials are continu-
ously fed. In a "dynamic continuous-feed mode", for the
supporting conveyors, during a laser-cutting procedure,
at least one supporting conveyor may be stretched or
retracted.
[0004] However, a common characteristic of these
modes is that the supporting conveyors may be station-
ary or stretched or retracted during a cutting procedure
according to profile requirements. During the cutting pro-
cedure, a supporting conveyor belt is at a fixed stationary
position, and therefore a disadvantage of this operation
manner is that it is difficult to ensure stable shutoff of a
cutting process, and it is not easy to implement automatic
sorting out of scraps of irregular shapes, resulting in re-
duced production efficiency.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The objective of the present invention is to pro-
vide a method and system for enabling synchronous
sheet transfer to follow laser cutting dynamically, which
can realize dynamic following of sets of magnetic belts
and stable support and automatic sorting out of scraps
during the cutting procedure, thereby accelerating the
processing pace, and further improving the throughput
by means of synchronous sheet transfer following multi-
ple laser heads dynamically.
[0006] In order to achieve the above-mentioned object,
the technical solution of the present invention is:
A system for enabling synchronous sheet transfer to fol-
low laser cutting dynamically comprises: one or more
processing stations; synchronous sheet transfer units,
using sets of magnetic belts, and arranged respectively
on a feeding side and a discharging side of the processing
station, with each magnetic belt of the sets being able to
be stretched and retracted and the gap between the mag-
netic belts being adjustable; a laser-cutting unit, provided
at the processing station, and comprising at least one
laser cutter and a laser-cutting head on the at least one
laser cutter; a transfer and stacking unit, comprising a
stacking platform and a stacking robot, the stacking plat-
form being provided on an outer side of the set of mag-
netic belts of the synchronous sheet transfer unit on the
discharging side of the processing station; a scrap con-
veyor belt device, arranged on one side of the processing
station that is perpendicular to a feeding direction; a dust
treating device and a real-time measurement device for
the cutting of strip steel, which are provided at each
processing station; a sheet position detecting device be-
fore stacking of the sheets, the device being arranged at
a transfer station at the position of the set of magnetic
belts on the discharging side outside the processing sta-
tion; and a cutting control system, which is respectively
connected to the synchronous sheet transfer units, the
laser-cutting unit, the transfer and stacking unit, the scrap
conveyor belt device, the dust treating device, the real-
time measurement device, and the sheet position detect-
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ing device, so that the units and devices communicate
with each other to establish an associative operation con-
trol and the stretching and retraction of the magnetic belts
of the synchronous sheet transfer units follow the laser-
cutting head.
[0007] Further, the sets of magnetic belts of the syn-
chronous sheet transfer units comprise: conveyor motors
for respectively controlling the sets of magnetic belts on
the feeding side and the discharging side, and a control
module for the conveyor motors; and and a plurality of
magnetic belts, each comprising: at least one independ-
ently controllable electromagnetic module; a stretching
and retraction motor for controlling the stretching and re-
traction of each magnetic belt, and a control module for
the stretching and retraction motor; and a width motor
for controlling the gap between the magnetic belts, and
a control module for the width motor.
[0008] Further, the real-time measurement device for
the cutting of strip steel comprises: two cameras for
measuring coordinates of a workpiece; and two cameras
for visual detection and identification of separation after
cutting and visual detection and identification of falling
scraps.
[0009] In addition, the sheet position detecting device
before stacking of the sheets comprises a camera,
mounted above the transfer station, and for detecting the
position of the sheets in the transfer station.
[0010] A laser-cutting method for the system for ena-
bling synchronous sheet transfer to follow laser cutting
dynamically of the present invention comprises the fol-
lowing steps:

a) the magnetic belts on the feeding side are pre-
adjusted to an arrangement having fixed gaps ther-
ebetween and fixed stretching/retraction positions
according to the width of strip steel and a cut profile
so as to form a feeding start location for the set of
magnetic belts on the feeding side, and at the same
time the magnetic belts on the discharging side are
pre-adjusted to an arrangement having fixed gaps
therebetween and fixed stretching/retraction posi-
tions according to the width of the strip steel and the
cut profile so as to form a discharging start location
for the set of magnetic belts on the discharging side,
and the magnetic belts take the strip steel to the
processing station for laser cutting;
b) the profile of the strip steel entering a laser-cutting
area of the processing station is measured by the
real-time measurement device for positioning, so as
to correct coordinates of the origin and the angle of
a workpiece coordinate system in the laser-cutting
control system before the cutting operation, and
when the measurement is complete, the laser-cut-
ting unit cuts the strip steel in a planned path accord-
ing to a profile to be processed;

during the cutting procedure, the magnetic belts
on the feeding side and the discharging side are

adjusted synchronously and dynamically ac-
cording to the cutting path, and the stretching/re-
traction adjustment amount is determined by the
profile to be cut out, wherein the synchronous
dynamic adjustment is effected by the cutting
control system sending a signal to the control
module for the stretching and retraction of the
magnetic belts, and during the adjustment, the
magnetic belts need to make space for a slit cut
during the cutting procedure, so as to prevent
the laser from penetrating the strip steel and
making contact with any of the magnetic belts;
and the magnetic belts on the feeding side and
the discharging side at the position correspond-
ing to a cut profile can be stretched or retracted
for stabilising and supporting the sheets being
processed while fulfilling the needs of material
discharging and receiving on the discharging
side;
during the cutting procedure, as regards the
scraps formed, a signal is generated in the cut-
ting control system and transmitted to the real-
time measurement device for detecting and
identifying the falling of the scraps in real time;
when the cutting procedure is complete, the cut-
ting control system sends a signal for carrying
out a detection of all the cut profiles by the real-
time measurement device for the cutting of the
strip steel, so as to determine the separation of
the processed sheets and the strip steel;

c) when the sheets are processed, the set of mag-
netic belts on the feeding side is at a feeding end
location and the set of magnetic belts on the dis-
charging side is at a discharging end location; the
processed sheets enter an outputting state at the
discharging end location on the set of magnetic belts
on the discharging side and is output to the transfer
station, and at the same time, the sets of magnetic
belts on the feeding side and the discharging side
are stretched or retracted back to the start locations
again, strip steel moves onwards by one step for
processing in a next cycle; and
d) before transferring the sheets, the camera of the
sheet position detecting device detects the position
of the sheets, the position of the sheets is fed back
to the transfer and stacking robot for correcting its
posture, and then the tooling at the end of the transfer
and stacking robot sticks to and picks up the proc-
essed sheets by suction and stacks same at a stack-
ing station.

[0011] Further, during the cutting procedure, the mag-
netic belts on the feeding side and the discharging side
can be adjusted synchronously and dynamically accord-
ing to the cutting path, wherein for the cutting path formed
by the cutting profile, a corresponding signal for the
stretching/retraction operation of the magnetic belts to
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be adjusted is programmed according to cutting feature
information, such that the stretching/retraction of the
magnetic belts is adjusted under the control of the cutting
system; and each magnetic belt in the sets of magnetic
belts can be dynamically adjusted to stretch and retract,
and during the adjustment of the magnetic belt, the cut-
ting head carries out the cutting in the cutting path syn-
chronously.
[0012] Preferably, two or more laser processing sta-
tions are arranged and two or more sets of magnetic belts
are arranged for corresponding synchronous sheet
transfer units, and each processing station has one or
more laser cutters; during the cutting procedure, the sets
of magnetic belts on the feeding side and the discharging
side corresponding to the cutting head on the laser cutter
of each processing station are adjusted synchronously
and dynamically, so as to perform regional stepped cut-
ting on a sheet to be processed in two cutting ranges, a
part of the sheet to be processed is cut in a first process-
ing station, another part of the sheet to be processed is
cut in a second processing station, the laser-cutting
heads in the two processing stations operate in coordi-
nation with a first set of magnetic belts and a second set
of magnetic belts respectively, that is, when the laser-
cutting heads of the two processing stations respectively
operate in a cutting movement procedure, the two sets
of magnetic belts are respectively stretched and retracted
synchronously and dynamically, each time one set of op-
erations is complete in the two cutting areas, the strip
steel moves onwards by one step, the cutting heads of
the two processing stations operate in coordination with
the two sets of magnetic belts again, and this cycle is
repeated; and the laser-cutting head on the laser cutter
of the second processing station makes the final cut and
obtains an eventual processed sheet and conveys the
processed sheet to a second set of magnetic belts on
the discharging side for output.
[0013] Preferably, the magnetism of the sets of mag-
netic belts on the feeding side and the discharging side
is activated or deactivated by the control of the electro-
magnetic module, wherein the electromagnetic module
in the laser-cutting area is fully or partially magnetised
when the sets of magnetic belts are stationary, and the
electromagnetic module is fully demagnetised in the dy-
namic process of stretching or retraction of the sets of
the magnetic belts; and for the cutting path formed by
the cutting profile, a magnetic signal for the electromag-
netic module for the magnetic belts, which corresponds
to magnetic feature information, is programmed so as to
achieve the control of the magnetism of the electromag-
netic module under the control of the cutting control sys-
tem.
[0014] Coiled materials are decoiled by a decoiling and
clamping unit to form strip steel, and the strip steel is
conveyed to the set of magnetic belts on the feeding side.
The set of magnetic belts on the feeding side takes the
strip steel to the processing station for laser cutting. The
magnetic belts on the feeding side can be pre-adjusted

to an arrangement with fixed gaps therebetween and in
a fixed stretching/retraction position according to the
width of strip steel and a cutting profile so as to form a
feeding start location for the set of magnetic belts on the
feeding side, and at the same time the magnetic belts on
the discharging side are pre-adjusted to an arrangement
having fixed gaps therebetween and fixed stretching/re-
traction positions according to the width of the strip steel
and the cut profile so as to form a discharging start loca-
tion for the set of magnetic belts on the discharging side.
The position of the strip steel entering the laser-cutting
area is measured by the workpiece coordinate measure-
ment system, so as to correct the coordinates of the origin
and the angle of a workpiece coordinate system in the
control system before the cutting operation, and when
the measurement is complete, the laser-cutting unit cuts
the strip steel in a planned path according to a profile to
be produced. During the cutting procedure, the magnetic
belts on the feeding side and the discharging side are
adjusted synchronously and dynamically according to
the cutting path, wherein the adjustment is determined
according to the cutting profile and during the adjustment,
the magnetic belts need to make space for a slit cut during
the cutting procedure, in order to prevent the laser from
penetrating the strip steel and making contact with any
of the magnetic belts; and the magnetic belts on the feed-
ing side and the discharging side at the position corre-
sponding to a cut profile can be stretched or retracted for
stabilising and supporting the sheets being processed
while fulfilling the needs of material discharging and re-
ceiving on the discharging side. During the cutting pro-
cedure, as regards the scraps formed, a signal is gener-
ated in the cutting control system and transmitted to the
system for visual detection and identification of falling
scraps, so as to achieve detection of the falling scraps
in real time. When the cutting procedure is complete, the
cutting control system sends a corresponding signal for
carrying out a detection of all the cut profiles by the visual
system for cutting and separation, so as to determine the
separation of the processed sheets and the strip steel.
After the sheets are processed, the set of magnetic belts
on the feeding side is at a feeding end location and the
set of magnetic belts on the discharging side is at a dis-
charging end location. The processed sheets enter an
outputting state at the discharging end location on the
set of magnetic belts on the discharging side and is output
to the transfer station. Before transferring the sheets, the
sheet position detecting device detects the position of
the sheets, the position of the sheets is fed back to the
transfer and stacking robot for correcting its posture, and
then the tooling at the end of the transfer and stacking
robot sticks to and picks up the processed sheets by suc-
tion and stacks same at a stacking station.
[0015] During the cutting procedure, the magnetic
belts on the feeding side and the discharging side can
be adjusted synchronously and dynamically according
to the cutting path in the following specific manner: for
the cutting path formed by the cutting profile, cutting fea-
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ture information is extracted therefrom so as to output a
corresponding signal from the cutting control system, i.
e. the stretching/retraction operation of a magnetic belt
to be adjusted is programmed according to the cutting
feature information, and the adjustment of the magnetic
belt is effected by the communication of the numerical
control and the magnetic belt shaft control; and each
magnetic belt in the sets of magnetic belts can be dy-
namically adjusted to stretch and retract, and during the
adjustment of the magnetic belt, the numerical control
unit carries out the cutting in the cutting path synchro-
nously.
[0016] Further, the specific procedure of the synchro-
nous dynamic adjustment is as follows: the strip steel is
held stationary after being moved to the cutting area, and
at this moment, the set of magnetic belts on the feeding
side is at the feeding start location and the set of magnetic
belts on the discharging side is at the discharging start
location. According to the actions of the magnetic belts
for the adjustment corresponding to the generated fea-
ture information in operation, when the cutting procedure
proceeds to the feature information in the cutting control
system, the corresponding magnetic belt begins to
stretch or retract to a designed position, which is consid-
ered to be the dynamic adjustment stage for the sets of
magnetic belts on the feeding side and the discharging
side. The magnetic belts are adjusted dynamically to po-
sitions in which they do not interfere with laser beams
according to the laser-cutting profile, while the cutting
action proceeds normally until the cutting is finished. The
sets of magnetic belts on the feeding side and the dis-
charging side are then adjusted to the end locations. The
processed sheet obtained is output by the set of magnetic
belts on the discharging side, and at the same time the
sets of magnetic belts on the feeding side and on the
discharging side are stretched or retraction again back
to the start locations, strip steel moves onwards by one
step for processing in a next cycle. A laser tool setting
process needs to be designed for a slit between cutting
positions before and after the strip steel moves onwards
by one step to implement a final cut.
[0017] When there is one laser-cutting head, the sets
of magnetic belts are a paired combination, that is, the
set of magnetic belts on the feeding side and the set of
magnetic belts on the discharging side, and one transfer
and stacking robot is configured. The present invention
is not limited to such setting. One or more laser-cutting
heads may be flexibly arranged, two or more sets of mag-
netic belts may be flexibly arranged in pairs, and two or
more transfer and stacking robots are introduced accord-
ing to requirements. The number of steps by which the
strip steel moves onwards in a cutting area is not limited
in the present invention either, and processed sheets
may be obtained by using one or more stepper devices.
[0018] The advantages of the present invention lie in:
the method and system for enabling synchronous sheet
transfer to follow laser cutting dynamically of the present
invention resolve the issue of online automatic falling of

scraps during processing using a common numerical
control laser system, and at the same time realize a crit-
ical sheet transfer function and a function of synchronous
and dynamic adjustment in a method for processing
coiled materials; the function of synchronously and dy-
namically adjusting magnetic belts during the cutting pro-
cedure is used to realize functions such as sheet sup-
porting, material carrying, automatic sorting out of
scraps, and passing through of laser; and magnetic belts
are synchronously adjusted during a laser-cutting proce-
dure and the objective of sheet transfer is achieved,
thereby effectively improving the operation efficiency.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of
the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a planar layout diagram of an embodiment
of the present invention;
Figs. 3 to 6 are process diagrams of sets of magnetic
belts of synchronous sheet transfer following a slit
dynamically according to the present invention;
Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of magnetic belts fol-
lowing cutting of two laser heads synchronously and
dynamically;
Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram of implementing a proc-
ess of controlling dynamic following of synchronous
sheet transfer according to the present invention;
Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram of synchronous control
of a decoiling unit and sets of magnetic belts accord-
ing to the present invention; and
Fig. 10 is a schematic diagram of dynamic control of
a numerically controlled laser cutter and shafts of
sets of magnetic belts according to the present in-
vention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0020] Referring to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, a system for en-
abling synchronous sheet transfer to follow laser cutting
dynamically of the present invention comprises: a
processing station 1; synchronous sheet transfer units 2
and 2’, using sets of magnetic belts, and arranged re-
spectively on a feeding side and a discharging side of
the processing station 1, with each magnetic belt C11,
C12, C13, C14, C21, C22, C23, C24 and C25 of the sets
being able to be stretched and retracted and the gap
between magnetic belts being adjustable;
a laser-cutting unit 3, provided at the processing station
1, and comprising at least one laser cutter 31 and a laser-
cutting head 32 on the at least one laser cutter;
a transfer and stacking unit 4, comprising a stacking plat-
form 41 and a transfer and stacking robot 42 (a tooling
43 and vacuum suction cups 44 of the tooling), the stack-
ing platform 41 being provided on an outer side of the
set of magnetic belts of the synchronous sheet transfer
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unit 2’ on the discharging side of the processing station 1;
a scrap conveyor belt device 5, arranged on one side of
the processing station 1 perpendicular to a feeding di-
rection;
a dust treating device 6 and a real-time measurement
device 7 for the cutting of strip steel, which are provided
at each processing station 1;
a sheet position detecting device 8 before stacking of the
sheets, the device being arranged at a transfer station
at the position of the set of magnetic belts on the dis-
charging side outside the processing station 1; and
a cutting control system (not shown), which is respec-
tively connected to the synchronous sheet transfer units
2 and 2’, the laser-cutting unit 3, the transfer and stacking
unit 4, the scrap conveyor belt device 5, the dust treating
device 6, the real-time measurement device 7, and the
sheet position detecting device 8, so that the units and
devices establish an associative operation control and
the stretching or retraction of the magnetic belts of the
synchronous sheet transfer units follow the laser cutting.
[0021] In this embodiment, a dust adsorption area of
the dust treating device 6 is correspondingly below the
processing station 1, and dust is recycled into a dust re-
cycle device 62 through a flue 61.
[0022] The real-time measurement device 7 for meas-
uring strip steel is provided at the processing station 1.
Two cameras 71 for measuring the coordinates of a work-
piece are mounted on the laser cutter 31, wherein one
of the cameras is mounted on an X-Y platform of the
cutter and the other is mounted on the Z-axis of the cutter
for enhanced detection accuracy. Two cameras 72 for
visual detection and identification of separation after cut-
ting and visual detection and identification of falling
scraps are mounted on an enclosure 33 of the isolated
processing station 1.
[0023] A position detecting device 8 before a stack of
sheets is arranged at a transfer station at the position of
the set of magnetic belts on the discharging side on the
outer side of the processing station, i.e. on the outer side
of the enclosure 33 outside the processing station 1 in
this embodiment. The visual range of the camera 8 is
mounted at an inclined angle so as to be able to cover a
sheet output area.
[0024] Fig. 2 is a planar layout diagram of a method
disclosed in the present invention. The laser cutter takes
the form of a robot in right-angle coordinates which can
move in X, Y and Z directions, having a working travel of
2000 mm in length (X-axis) 3 2000 mm in width (Y-axis)
3 200 mm in thickness (Z-axis). The length of the set of
magnetic belts on the feeding side and the length of the
set of magnetic belts on the discharging side are respec-
tively 4500 mm. Two stacking platforms for stacking
sheets are provided, on which processed sheets may be
stacked or large-size scraps may be stacked according
to requirements.
[0025] Coiled materials are decoiled by using a decoil-
er 10 and are laterally guided and then enter a feeding
and clamping roller 20. A decoiling head shear 30 cuts

the head of a coiled material to enable the coiled material
to enter a leveller 40 to further straighten the sheet form.
The coiled material subsequently passes through a tran-
sitional platform 50 to reach a feeder 60 to take the flat
strip steel into the set of magnetic belts of the synchro-
nous sheet transfer unit 2 on the feeding side of the
processing station 1. The set of magnetic belts on the
feeding side comprises four magnetic belts: C11, C12,
C13 and C14, and the set of magnetic belts of the syn-
chronous sheet transfer unit 2’ on the discharging side
comprises five magnetic belts: C21, C22, C23, C24 and
C25.
[0026] The magnetic belts on the feeding side can be
pre-adjusted to an arrangement having fixed gaps ther-
ebetween and fixed stretching/retraction positions ac-
cording to the width of strip steel and a cut profile so as
to form a feeding start location for the set of magnetic
belts on the feeding side, and at the same time the mag-
netic belts on the discharging side are pre-adjusted to an
arrangement having fixed gaps therebetween and fixed
stretching/retraction positions according to the width of
the strip steel and the cut profile so as to form a discharg-
ing start location for the set of magnetic belts on the dis-
charging side.
[0027] The profile of the strip steel entering the laser-
cutting area of the processing station 1 is collected, an-
alysed and processed by using a CCD camera, so that
the position of origin and angle of the workpiece coordi-
nate system in the control system can be corrected before
cutting.
[0028] After the measurement is complete, the laser-
cutting head 32 on the laser cutter 31 of the laser-cutting
unit 3 cuts the strip steel in a planned path according to
a profile to be produced. The laser cutter 31 enables the
laser-cutting head 32 to move in three directions X, Y,
and Z to complete cutting motions. During the cutting
procedure, the laser-cutting head 32 keeps a cutting
movement state, and at the same time, the magnetic belts
of the synchronous sheet transfer units 2 and 2’ on the
feeding side and the discharging side may be adjusted,
that is, synchronously and dynamically stretched or re-
tracted according to a requirement of the cutting path.
The adjustment depends on the shape of cutting, and
the effect of adjustment is to make space for a slit during
the cutting procedure, in order to prevent the laser from
penetrating the strip steel and making contact with the
magnetic belts. In addition, the magnetic belts are ad-
justed, that is, synchronously and dynamically stretched
or retracted, so that sheets of which path cutting is com-
plete are supported. The adjusted magnetic belts are in
a fully or partially magnetised stationary state, so as to
provide stable contact to processed sheets. The
stretched or retracted magnetic belts are in a fully de-
magnetised moving state.
[0029] After the sheets are processed, the set of mag-
netic belts of the synchronous sheet transfer unit 2 on
the feeding side is at a feeding end location and the set
of magnetic belts of the synchronous sheet transfer unit
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2’ on the discharging side is at a discharging end location.
The processed sheets are at the discharging end location
on the set of magnetic belts on the discharging side. The
magnetic belts are demagnetised, and the processed
sheets enter an outputting state at the magnetic belts
and return and are output to the transfer station through
the belt. A tooling 421 on the transfer and stacking robot
42 of the transfer and stacking unit 4 sticks to and picks
up the processed sheets by suction via using adjusted
and combined vacuum suction cups 44 and stacks the
processed sheets on the stacking platform 41. The ac-
curate position for picking up the sheets can be detected
by the CCD camera at an output end and fed back, such
that the transfer and stacking robot 42 corrects its transfer
posture and it is thereby ensured that the position devi-
ation of the stack of sheets is within a required precision
range. At the same time when the processed sheets are
discharged, the sets of magnetic belts are stretched or
retracted back to the feeding start locations or discharg-
ing start locations. At the same time, the strip steel moves
onwards by one step to enter a next cycle for cutting.
[0030] The vacuum suction cups 44 are pre-adjusted
to positions that meet the suction shapes of the proc-
essed sheets, and the arranged vacuum suction cups 44
can be controlled to be turned on or off.
[0031] Specifically, during the cutting procedure, the
magnetic belts C11, C12, C13 and C14 of the set of mag-
netic belts of the synchronous sheet transfer unit 2 on
the feeding side and the magnetic belts C21, C22, C23,
C24 and C25 of the set of magnetic belts the synchronous
sheet transfer unit 2’ on the discharging side are firstly
located at the feeding start location and discharging start
location respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.
[0032] When cutting the path PI, the magnetic belt C24
on the discharging side has been retracted according to
the feature point signal N1 formed of cutting feature in-
formation to make space for the cutting path PI, as shown
in Fig. 4. When cutting along the cutting path PI, the mag-
netic belt C14 on the feeding side has been retracted
according to the feature point signal N2 to make space
for the cutting path P2, while the magnetic belt C24 on
the discharging side has been stretched according to the
feature point signal N2 to carry the part of the processed
sheet, as shown in Fig. 5. The cutting paths such as P1
and P2 are only defined to illustrate the stretching and
retraction of the magnetic belts, and one cutting line may
consist of a plurality of paths. C24 and C14 are demag-
netised during stretching and retraction, and other mag-
netic belts are partially or fully magnetised. C24 and C14
are partially or fully magnetised after movement is com-
plete.
[0033] For the size of an object in this embodiment,
the strip steel needs to move onwards by one step again.
After the strip steel moves onwards by one step, the CCD
camera detects the position of the strip steel in the cutting
area again, and the position is corrected by using the
control system. Subsequently, the magnetic belts on the
feeding side and the magnetic belts on the discharging

side are stretched and retracted again according to new
feature point signals during the cutting procedure to im-
plement cutting of L1 to L3, to eventually complete cutting
processing of a processed sheet A. After the sheet A is
processed, the magnetic belts on the feeding side and
the discharging side are respectively located at a feeding
end location and a discharging end location, as shown
in Fig. 6. The strip steel moves onwards by one step
again to enter the cyclic operation of a new processed
sheet. The magnetic belts which are moving are demag-
netised, while the magnetic belts which are stationary
can be partially or fully magnetised according to process-
ing requirements of sheets. Each magnetic belt is pro-
vided with an electromagnetic module and can be con-
trolled individually.
[0034] Referring to Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, to satisfy a
processing requirement, two or more laser cutters and
corresponding two or more sets of magnetic belts may
be arranged. During the cutting procedure, the sets of
magnetic belts on the feeding side and the discharging
side corresponding to the cutting head of each laser cut-
ter are adjusted synchronously and dynamically, to per-
form regional step cutting on a processed sheet in two
cutting ranges.
[0035] A first laser cutter 31 and a laser-cutting head
32 thereof cut a part of a processed sheet, and a second
laser cutter 33 and a laser-cutting head 34 thereof cut
another part of the processed sheet. The two laser-cut-
ting heads 32 and 34 operate in coordination with a first
set 22 and 23 of magnetic belts and a second set 24 and
25 of magnetic belts respectively. That is, during respec-
tive cutting movement procedures of the two laser-cutting
heads 32 and 34, the two sets of magnetic belts are re-
spectively stretched and retracted synchronously and dy-
namically. Fig. 7 is a schematic layout diagram of step-
wise cutting of processed sheets in two cutting areas with
the two sets of magnetic belts. Each time one set of op-
erations is complete in the two cutting areas, the strip
steel moves onwards by one step. As shown in Fig. 8,
the two laser-cutting heads 32 and 34 operate in coordi-
nation with the two sets of magnetic belts again, and this
cycle is repeated. The laser-cutting head 34 on the sec-
ond laser cutter 33 makes a final cut and obtains an even-
tual processed sheet on the second set 25 of magnetic
belts on the discharging side for output.
[0036] Referring to Fig. 9, to implement a method for
enabling synchronous sheet transfer to follow laser cut-
ting dynamically, in a method for implementing the control
system, the transfer speed of the decoiling and clamping
unit is kept consistent with the transfer speeds of the sets
of magnetic belts on the feeding side and the discharging
side by means of PROFIBUS communication to imple-
ment synchronous control. This method effectively en-
sures the implementation of synchronous sheet transfer.
[0037] Referring to Fig. 10, a cooperative control of the
laser cutter and the sets of magnetic belts on the feeding
side and the discharging side is implemented by means
of PROFIBUS communication between the numerical
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control system, a magnetic belt shaft control system, and
the electromagnetic control system for the magnetic
belts. This method effectively ensures that the sets of
magnetic belts follow a laser-cutting procedure dynami-
cally and effectively, and controls the magnetisation and
demagnetisation of electromagnetic modules by means
of electromagnetic control modules, such that the numer-
ical control system can make the rule about the cutting
path, the cutting feature signals and the magnetic feature
signals beforehand.

Claims

1. A system for enabling synchronous sheet transfer to
follow laser cutting dynamically, characterized by
comprising:

one or more processing stations;
synchronous sheet transfer units, using sets of
magnetic belts, and arranged respectively on a
feeding side and a discharging side of the
processing station, with each magnetic belt of
the sets being able to be stretched and retracted
and the gap between the magnetic belts being
adjustable;
a laser-cutting unit, provided at the processing
station, and comprising at least one laser cutter
and a laser-cutting head on the at least one laser
cutter;
a transfer and stacking unit, comprising a stack-
ing platform and a stacking robot, the stacking
platform being provided on an outer side of a set
of magnetic belts of a synchronous sheet trans-
fer unit on the discharging side of the processing
station;
a scrap conveyor belt device, arranged on one
side of the processing station that is perpendic-
ular to a feeding direction;
a dust treating device and a real-time measure-
ment device for the cutting of strip steel, which
are provided at each processing station;
a sheet position detecting device before stack-
ing of the sheets, the device being arranged at
a transfer station at the position of the set of
magnetic belts on the discharging side outside
the processing station; and
a cutting control system, which is respectively
connected to the synchronous sheet transfer
units, the laser-cutting unit, the transfer and
stacking unit, the scrap conveyor belt device,
the dust treating device, the real-time measure-
ment device, and the sheet position detecting
device, so that the units and devices communi-
cate with each other to establish an associative
operation control and the stretching and retrac-
tion of the magnetic belts of the synchronous
sheet transfer units follow the laser-cutting

head.

2. The system for enabling synchronous sheet transfer
to follow laser cutting dynamically according to claim
1, characterized in that, the sets of magnetic belts
of the synchronous sheet transfer units comprise:

conveyor motors for respectively controlling the
sets of magnetic belts on the feeding side and
the discharging side, and a control module for
the conveyor motors; and
a plurality of magnetic belts, each comprising:

at least one independently controllable
electromagnetic module;
a stretching and retraction motor for control-
ling the stretching and retraction of each
magnetic belt, and a control module for the
stretching and retraction motor; and
a width motor for controlling the gap be-
tween the magnetic belts, and a control
module for the width motor.

3. The system for enabling synchronous sheet transfer
to follow laser cutting dynamically according to claim
1, characterized in that, the real-time measurement
device for the cutting of strip steel comprises:

two cameras for measuring coordinates of a
workpiece; and
two cameras for visual detection and identifica-
tion of falling scraps and visual detection and
identification of separation after cutting.

4. The system for enabling synchronous sheet transfer
to follow laser cutting dynamically according to claim
1, characterized in that, the sheet position detect-
ing device before stacking of the sheets comprises
a camera, mounted above the transfer station, and
for detecting the position of the sheets in the transfer
station.

5. A laser-cutting method for a system for enabling syn-
chronous sheet transfer to follow laser cutting dy-
namically according to claim 1, characterized in
that:

a) the magnetic belts on the feeding side are
pre-adjusted to an arrangement having fixed
gaps therebetween and fixed stretching/retrac-
tion positions according to the width of strip steel
and a cut profile so as to form a feeding start
location for the set of magnetic belts on the feed-
ing side, and at the same time the magnetic belts
on the discharging side are pre-adjusted to an
arrangement having fixed gaps therebetween
and fixed stretching/retraction positions accord-
ing to the width of the strip steel and the cut
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profile so as to form a discharging start location
for the set of magnetic belts on the discharging
side, and the magnetic belts convey the strip
steel to the processing station for laser cutting;
b) the profile of the strip steel entering a laser-
cutting area of the processing station is meas-
ured by the real-time measurement device for
positioning, so as to correct coordinates of the
origin and the angle of a workpiece coordinate
system in the laser-cutting control system before
the cutting operation, and when the measure-
ment is complete, the laser-cutting unit cuts the
strip steel in a planned path according to a profile
to be produced;
during the cutting, the magnetic belts on the
feeding side and the discharging side are ad-
justed synchronously and dynamically accord-
ing to the cutting path, and the stretching/retrac-
tion adjustment amount is determined by the
profile to be cut out, wherein the synchronous
dynamic adjustment is effected by the cutting
control system sending a signal to the control
module for the stretching and retraction of the
magnetic belts, and during the adjustment, the
magnetic belts need to make space for a slit cut
during the cutting procedure, so as to prevent
the laser from penetrating the strip steel and
making contact with any of the magnetic belts;
and the magnetic belts on the feeding side and
the discharging side at the position correspond-
ing to a cut profile can be stretched or retracted
for stabilising and supporting the sheets being
processed while fulfilling the needs of material
discharging and receiving on the discharging
side;
during the cutting procedure, as regards the
scraps formed, a signal is generated in the cut-
ting control system and transmitted to the real-
time measurement device for detecting and
identifying the falling of the scraps in real time;
and when the cutting procedure is complete, the
cutting control system sends a signal for carrying
out a detection of all the cut profiles by the real-
time measurement device for the cutting of the
strip steel, so as to determine the separation of
the processed sheets and the strip steel;
c) when the sheets are processed, the set of
magnetic belts on the feeding side is at a feeding
end location and the set of magnetic belts on
the discharging side is at a discharging end lo-
cation; the processed sheets enter an outputting
state at the discharging end location on the set
of magnetic belts on the discharging side and is
output to the transfer station, and at the same
time, the sets of magnetic belts on the feeding
side and the discharging side are stretched or
retracted back to the start locations again, strip
steel moves onwards by one step for processing

in a next cycle; and
d) before transferring the sheets, the camera of
the sheet position detecting device detects the
position of the sheets, the position of the sheets
is fed back to the transfer and stacking robot for
correcting its posture, and then the tooling at the
end of the transfer and stacking robot sticks to
and picks up the processed sheets by suction
and stacks same at a stacking station.

6. The laser-cutting method according to claim 5, char-
acterized in that, during the cutting procedure, the
magnetic belts on the feeding side and the discharg-
ing side can be adjusted synchronously and dynam-
ically according to the cutting path, wherein for the
cutting path formed by the cutting profile, a corre-
sponding signal for the stretching/retraction opera-
tion of the magnetic belts to be adjusted is pro-
grammed according to cutting feature information,
such that the stretching/retraction of the magnetic
belts is adjusted under the control of the cutting sys-
tem; and each magnetic belt in the sets of magnetic
belts can be dynamically adjusted to stretch and re-
tract, and during the adjustment of the magnetic belt,
the cutting head carries out the cutting in the cutting
path synchronously.

7. The laser-cutting method according to claim 5, char-
acterized in that, two or more laser processing sta-
tions are arranged and two or more sets of magnetic
belts are arranged for corresponding synchronous
sheet transfer units, and each processing station has
one or more laser cutters; during the cutting proce-
dure, the sets of magnetic belts on the feeding side
and the discharging side corresponding to the cutting
head on the laser cutter of each processing station
are adjusted synchronously and dynamically, so as
to perform regional stepped cutting on a sheet to be
processed in two cutting ranges, a part of the sheet
to be processed is cut in a first processing station,
another part of the sheet to be processed is cut in a
second processing station, the laser-cutting heads
in the two processing stations operate in coordina-
tion with a first set of magnetic belts and a second
set of magnetic belts respectively, that is, when the
laser-cutting heads of the two processing stations
respectively operate in a cutting movement proce-
dure, the two sets of magnetic belts are respectively
stretched and retracted synchronously and dynam-
ically, each time one set of operations is complete
in the two cutting areas, the strip steel moves on-
wards by one step, the cutting heads of the two
processing stations operate in coordination with the
two sets of magnetic belts again, and this cycle is
repeated; and the laser-cutting head on the laser cut-
ter of the second processing station makes the final
cut and obtains an eventual processed sheet and
conveys the processed sheet to a second set of mag-
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netic belts on the discharging side for output.

8. The laser-cutting method according to claim 5, char-
acterized in that, the magnetism of the sets of mag-
netic belts on the feeding side and the discharging
side is activated or deactivated by the control of the
electromagnetic module, wherein the electromag-
netic module in the laser-cutting area is fully or par-
tially magnetised when the sets of magnetic belts
are stationary, and the electromagnetic module is
fully demagnetised in the dynamic process of
stretching or retraction of the sets of the magnetic
belts; and for the cutting path formed by the cutting
profile, a magnetic signal for the electromagnetic
module for the magnetic belts, which corresponds
to magnetic feature information, is programmed so
as to achieve the control of the magnetism of the
electromagnetic module under the control of the cut-
ting control system.
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